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Making a business case for biodiversity 

� Biodiversity has real and substantial economic and social benefits .

� Making the case  can be difficult because of the direct and indirect  
benefits that my be difficult to quantify. 

� More clarification on what we mean by ‘biodiversity’   - distinguish it  
with  terms such as ‘environment’ and ‘natural resources’.with  terms such as ‘environment’ and ‘natural resources’.

� Number , numbers, numbers  - actual figures on  return on investments  
(e.g.  actual value of forests, wetlands, fisheries, tourism, medicines etc)

� We need to acknowledge that trade- offs  do exist 
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First NBSAPs 2:0 project workshop 
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Maun Statement 
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Maun Statement
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Maun Statement
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Key steps in developing a biodiversity business case

� Frame the types of arguments (economic, social and/or 
political) that best persuade your target group and the 
questions that need to be answered.

− Good economic arguments aligned to strategic interests  (e.g. 
government priorities  such as job creation, health, food and water government priorities  such as job creation, health, food and water 
security, rural development service etc. ).

− Also non – economic arguments  - social, cultural and political 
benefits  of  biodiversity 
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Key steps in developing a biodiversity business case

� Assemble and prepare evidence to support the arguments

− Provide concrete and killers facts and figures to support  economic, 
social and political arguments 

− Statistics on biodiversity contribution to tourism,  agriculture , 
forestry, fisheries , hunting , health, food, heath etc.

− Statistics on biodiversity contribution to tourism,  agriculture , 
forestry, fisheries , hunting , health, food, heath etc.

− Interpreting existing data in new ways (e.g. why wetlands matter in 
water  supply).

− Collecting  and analysing new data  (e.g. poor people dependence on 
biodiversity for income and subsistence, health etc )
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Key steps in developing a biodiversity business case

� Estimating the costs and benefits of action and inaction

− Estimates  of  benefits of investment in biodiversity management 
for the poor and for the economy overall – return on investment. 

− Costs incurred due to poor biodiversity management and resulting 
biodiversity loss - rely on existing analytical work!!!

− Where possible, commission additional work  to get the costs and 
benefits.
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Key steps in developing a biodiversity  business case

� Clarifying how impacts are distributed among different 
players

− Important to emphasize the distributional aspects of the data 
being presented (e.g.  contribution  to pro-poor  economic 
growth and to poor people). growth and to poor people). 

− Decision makers often want to see the evidence of changes 
taking place within certain population groups (e.g. poor 
people, women and most vulnerable groups).

− Impact on poverty, employment, business opportunities, and 
profits will draw the attention of key ministries and 
businesses. 
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Key steps in developing a biodiversity  business case

� Identifying the counter-arguments to your case, and how they 
can be rebutted

− Some stakeholders may have counter –arguments to proposed 
initiatives or solutions

− Return on Investment (ROI) in biodiversity conservation in the 
short and long term, demonstration of the main beneficiaries of 
biodiversity by population and income groups etc

− High level political will, inter-sectoral coordination, lobbying by  
interest groups, good governance and stakeholder participation
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Business case tool 

� Provide key steps or guidance  on how to develop the key elements of 
a convincing business case for  biodiversity mainstreaming that 
appeals to key development stakeholders  and potential investors and 
funders. 

� Does not provide exhaustive details for each step, but enables the user � Does not provide exhaustive details for each step, but enables the user 
to follow a simplified process while consulting other sources for 
detail. 

� Builds on the experience of developing a business case for biodiversity 
at the first NBSAPs 2.0 project workshop held in Maun, Botswana in 
November 2012  and  the exercises that we will follow my presentation 
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Thanks for your attention…

PCLG website:
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